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What we came into: 
The Center of Asian Pacific American Women (CAPAW) 

- Prioritizes AANHPI and POC women career development 

Meeting Sue Ann

- Existing social media and the want to circle back to CAPAW website.

- Salesforce 

- Becoming familiar with CAPAW

- The goal of accessibility 
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What we added: 

LinkTree TikTok Newsletter/
Website



LinkTree

- LinkTree is used to connect one’s different social media platforms into 

one easily accessible page

- Since CAPAW has a following on many platforms such as LinkedIn and 

Facebook, the LinkTree page will allow viewers to access other 

resources to help them gain more information on CAPAW

- The LinkTree also gives easy access to the website, newsletter, and 

podcast

- As CAPAW creates new platforms and resources, they will be added 

to the LinkTree

- https://linktr.ee/capaw

https://linktr.ee/capaw


TikTok

- A chance to reach all demographics 
- Draft Ideas

- Informational - engaging with 
AANHPI issues 

- Testimonials and Interns 
- Making the Account 

- @capaw_org
- Suggestion for Success 

- High audience engagement 
- Posting twice a week
- Techniques 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1qyCM19lALrACpe570TmFb09Zo-NCfK6Q/preview


Newsletter
Link to Newsletter

https://capaw.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/CAPAW-July-Newsletter.html


Website

What we observed
- The accessibility to knowing that CAPAW has social media is pretty limited via the 

website

- Sue Ann had wanted social media to drive users to the website

Feasible/Immediate Changes to Website
- Used Wordpress to address what can be immediately changed 

- Created a section on the website where the newsletter archive could be stored 

- In addition to the newsletter, made additions to other sections of the website 
- Podcast site
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Newsletter
Monthly

- Social Media Campaign - plan and timelines for posts
- We included ideas for future newsletters, tiktok posts, and updates for the linktree
- Timeline for when to post at the most ideal time
- ideas for newsletter, tiktok, linktree. Timelines for when to post things 

Tiktok: 
Consistent 2 

Videos a week 
+ Engagement 

Strategies

LinkTree: 
Only requires 

updates for 
link changes

What’s to come?



Thank you!
Any questions/discussions are welcome!
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